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PART 1: Context of the workshop
1. ALERT’s Roll out
The ALERT Project aims to contribute toward the effective delivery of humanitarian
assistance by providing the humanitarian community with the technology and guidance to
facilitate an increased level of emergency preparedness and maintain their
operational preparedness at a consistent and appropriate level. The system will aim to be
freely available and compatible with the wide range of humanitarian agencies irrespective of
their size or mandate.
ALERT is an online emergency preparedness platform developed around emergency
preparedness principles based on the IASC framework but which can be adaptable to any
Agency’s process.
The ALERT’s roll out aims to enable all range of agencies (INGOs, local and national NGOs,
and other potential users) to use the ALERT platform and to adopt for their own emergency
preparedness work. It also aims to bring humanitarian actors together around the question of
preparedness and to build a strong community of practice around ALERT.
The ALERT’s roll out started in July 2017 and is still ongoing to ensure that the wide demand
for ALERT is met.

2. Objective of the workshop
The object of this report is the workshop that took place in Manila from the 13 to the 14 of
February 2018.
This 2-day event is part of the ALERT’s project closure as part of the DEPP, whereby NGOs
that have been trialling ALERT in the past few months are brought together to share their
experiences in integrating the ALERT platform into their organisational emergency
preparedness work and learn from each other’s challenges and successes. It will also be
time for existing users to discover and start trialling the network functionality, enabling a
more collaborative work within the humanitarian sector
By the end of the workshop, participants should have:
-

Shared their experiences and addressed their issues using the ALERT platform,
Learned from other agencies’ successes and challenges,
Started building a sound community of practice regarding emergency preparedness
through the use of ALERT in Philippines,
Gained confidence in using the network functionality and have an idea of the
upcoming mobile application.
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3. Agenda of the workshop

Tuesday, 13 February
9:00

Wednesday, 14 February

Arrivals and coffee

Arrivals and coffee

Introduction on the ALERT project

Introduction of the day

Introduction of the workshop



Objectives
Agenda

Learning session on the ALERT platform



12:30

Adoption of the platform
ALERT’s functionalities and modules
ALERT’s use





Global and local network
Network user types
Demonstration on the platform

Presentation of the upcoming functionalities (March)

Lunch

Lunch

Learning session on the ALERT trainings
 Training
 Follow up support
 Capacity building

Focus group discussions
 Strategic meeting: how to grow ALERT in a sustainable
way?

Plenary presentation on the project’s own learning

17:00

Network functionality

End of the day



Climate information and preparedness: how to improve
the use of forecast information in the humanitarian
sector?

Closure of the workshop
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4. Participants
Total number of participants1: 17 (11 females, 6 males)
Total number of organisations: 13
Type
organisation

of Total number

List of organisations

INGOs and global 5
projects

CARE
Christian Aid
AAH
ADRA
DEPP learning project

Local and National 8
NGOs

CDRC
ACCORD
Agri-Aqua Development Coalition
HRC
PDRRN
A Single Drop for Safe Water
Simon of Cyrene
MINCODE

Facilitators: 3 facilitators
-

1

Tiphaine VALOIS – HelpAge International
Jeff BALISTOY – COSE
Ayne GARCIA – COSE

The list of participants is in annex
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PART 2: Workshop
1. Introduction on ALERT and on the workshop
Objectives

Short description of the session

Participants understand the 
objectives of workshop and 
how it is going to be
conducted.
Participants and facilitators 
know each other and have an
idea on when each attendee 
has been trained on the 
platform.

Introduction of the workshop by Jeff Balistoy
Introduction of each participants indicating their
names, organisation and when they have been
trained on ALERT
Short introduction on the ALERT project and its
timeline since the beginning
Objectives of the workshop
Presentation of the Agenda

2. Learning sessions
a. The ALERT platform


The activity

Configuration of the workshop:
-

3 groups
3 table
3 core themes

Each group will spend 30 minutes on a core theme after what they will go to the next table to
spend 30 minutes on a second core theme, and so on.
At the end, during the restitution per theme one participant per group shares his/her group’s
discussions and findings with the other participants.
For each core theme a selection of guidance questions was provided to help participants
conduct the discussion and share their experience. The core themes, and guidance
questions were the following:
1) Adopting the ALERT platform in your organisation: (i) What were the steps? (ii)
What are the challenges? (iii) What were the successes? (iv) How long is it taking?
2) ALERT's functionalities and modules: (i) Which ones were the most useful for
you? (ii) Which ones have you used? Why? (iii) Which ones have you never used?
Why? (iv) What is missing?
3) ALERT's use: (i) During ‘normal’ times: Has it improved your organisation’s
preparedness – coordination around preparedness? Do you feel more ‘ready’ to
respond to an eventual event? (ii) During a crisis: Have you raised a red ALERT? If
so, did ALERT help you respond in a more efficient way? Can you share your story
with us? (iii) Collaboration element: Has it help you with more collaboration? Do you
plan to use it for that purpose?
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Main findings

A detail of the findings is available in the annex 2.
Adopting the ALERT platform in your organisation
Some agencies have started using the platform and have uploaded most of their data while
other are still in the process of inputting data. However, all the organisations seem to have
welcomed the platform and are happy to adopt it as part of their preparedness work.
Indeed, organisations indicated that it took them 5 to 6 months to have all data uploaded on
the platform and to be able to use the platform with full capacity. A few local organisations
were able to start using the platform more quickly but still need to improve their data and all
collaboration aspect. The main challenges are around finding time to incorporate the data,
to review existing plan and to train staff and partners as well as internet connetion in
more remote area. Main worries are about needing to develop a real ‘habit’ around ALERT
as well as handover during turnover; both could have an impact on ALERT sustainability.
ALERT's functionalities and modules
Most participants expressed their high interest in the Scenario Based Response Plan
functionality that they have all used a lot. They seem to find it practical and really helpful for
their grant writing. They have highlighted that a platform where responsibilities are well
defined is really helpful for internal and external coordination and that the platform
modules will prevent duplication in the work (internally but also amongst humanitarian
actors). A few organisations have already raised an Alert (amber and/or red). Most of the
participants indicated that they have not updated any APAs or finalised to input APAs in
the platform yet. Finally, organisations have shared what features might be missing from the
platform, and amongst a list of 20+ functionalities (or improvements), while some are
currently being developed (link in the notification for instance), some would be interesting to
look at in priority such as: adding a province missing from the list (Dabao Occidental),
link with climate information suppliers, having a periodic reminder if a user hasn’t been on
the platform for a while to help build the ‘habit’ of using it, and finally better accessibility to
users with impairments (limited visions, other accessibility issues).
ALERT's use during ‘normal’ times, during crisis and collaboration
Organisations attending the workshop have shared that they find that the Response Plan
feature makes it easier for proposal writing, for communication with network and to avoid
duplication in the number of version of documents.
ALERT has been an opportunity for agencies to review and improve their emergency
response planning. It has enabled agencies to identify the bottlenecks and the gaps in
their current preparedness process, as well as need for capacity building. Regarding the
collaboration aspect of the platform, ALERT has enabled a higher degree of
transparency and information sharing amongst its users in Philippines (NGOs were able to
when a red Alert was raised, some of them indicated having copied risk indicators for a
hazard that they are not used to monitor) and they are hoping for less duplication in
response amongst users. Participants also stressed that seeing the level of preparedness
(regular and CHS) of their partners is a great advantage of the platform.
Finally, the role of donors was discussed and it appeared clear that the platform would
support the localisation agenda and it would enable donors to make better informed
decisions. However, in order for the users to be comfortable with the presence of partners,
the privacy settings could be reviewed and more detailed ( same comment if the government
agencies have an account).
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b. The ALERT Roll out


The activity

Configuration of the workshop:
-

3 groups
3 core theme

Each group will spend 30 minutes on a core theme (same theme at the same time) after
what one person per group will do a restitution for all the participants and move on to the
next theme.
For each core theme a selection of guidance questions was provided to help participants
conduct the discussion and share their experience. The core themes, and guidance
questions were the following:
i.

ii.

iii.



Capacity building in emergency preparedness:
a. Did you feel equipped enough regarding emergency preparedness to properly
understand the workshop? To properly use the platform after the workshop?
b. If not, what did you wish you had more knowledge about? Would you have
wished to cover in more details the principles behind ALERT and how to
come up with a preparedness plan/process for your organisation?
c. Should Emergency preparedness capacity building part of ALERT’s
workshops or should it be each organisation’s responsibility?
Follow up support:
a. Do you know who to contact if you have an issue?
b. Have you ever used the support mechanism offered by ALERT? If so, what
do you wish was improved?
c. What type of support have you been missing?
About the training itself:
a. Has the training on ALERT equipped you enough to use the platform?
b. Was the guidance provided at the end (user manual, etc) enough?
c. Did you wish for any subject from the training (platform module, preparedness
principles, etc…) to be better covered? Or less covered?
Main findings

Capacity building in emergency preparedness (part of the ALERT training?)
Most organisations indicated that emergency preparedness’s capacity building should be the
organisation’s responsibility rather than ALERT’s. However, they also raised the issue of
finding the resources for capacity building. It was stressed that when there is a need for
combining both trainings, existing documentation can be used. Above all, it is to point out
that each organisation has its own system and priorities and that no matter the
training/capacity building, the organisation will have to tailor it to its own need. Some
iNGOs shared their experience in training partners and indicated that a standard level of
knowledge was sometimes missing and that capacity building could be needed for this
purpose (mainly streamline terminologies and session on CHS). It was agreed amongst
agencies that for organisations that don’t have an existing preparedness process, some level
of capacity building would be valuable as part of the training. All participants indicated feeling
equipped enough to use the ALERT platform by the end of the training. Several iNGOs
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indicated that they have developed an action plan together with their partners and that it
has helped them to monitor their progress, understand their concerns but also follow up on
their adoption of the ALERT platform.
Follow up support
Regarding the follow up support, two main avenues had been given: online support (through
the Help Desk) and in-country support (through an ALERT in-country staff). All participants
but one indicated that they always contacted the in-country staff for support. All participants
shared that any time they had an issue, their problem was solve very quickly and they were
happy with the support provided.
Some agencies would like to have support in the future to train their partners and other
indicated needing ‘financial’ and ‘technical’ support to better use the platform. As the user
base is growing fast in Philippines, organisations participating in the training indicated that
additional in-country support would be useful.
Finally, participants asked for a system of ‘Newsletter’ on which new functionalities, features
and updates would be shared. They believe that it would also have an impact on
sustainability.
About the training itself
From the feedback received during the workshop, it seems that most participants wished to
spend more time on the scenario based response plan and also on the simulation (one
group suggested a 1-day simulation). The rest is not coming strongly: some agencies have
requested more time on risk monitoring when other have requested more time on
preparedness actions. However, it has been proposed by some participants to have a shift
in the risk monitoring session and to present the type of information that would be helping
NGOs design their risk monitoring rather than spending time on specific indicators and
notions. There were also a few suggestions: (i) making the simulation country focused
(design injects thanks to past sit reps) rather than using fake country data, (ii) sending
samples of preparedness actions beforehand, (iii) going through participants’ emergency
plans before the training and asking them to bring their plans along (which was done by
the ALERT team as well), and (iv) invite the country director to be part of the training as
he/she has important responsibilities on the platform.
All participants indicated feeling confident using the platform as a result of the training
(enough to train their own partners) and indicated that the material shared at the end had
been really helpful. They raised the need for usability videos for the future.

c. The ALERT project
The power point presentation is in the annex 3 and contains all the details.
At the end of the presentation a few suggestions have been made:
-

Keep a focus on ensuring that the time needed for uploading pages remains low (can
already be slow sometimes).
Have a good analysis of Google Analytics data to understand user’s behaviour with
ALERT,
Give regular updates on the project (through the message functionality on the
platform).
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3. Network functionality
The power point is in the annex 4.

a. Objective of the session on user type
Objective

Session

Participants know the advantages of using 
the network functionalities and have set 
several networks on the live platform,

Participants will know the upcoming

functionalities.

Presentation of the different networks
Presentation of the new user types
Set up of several networks on the live
site
Presentation of upcoming functionalities
(March)

b. Feedbacks and discussions
Feedbacks from participants
Bug: No email sent to local network administrator to inform them that
they have been added as local network admin (unless they don’t already
have an account)
Bug: Impossible to save 2 networks (saved but without the proper info):
- CARE (Randy’s details)
- Christian Aid (Cyra Bullecer CBullecer@christian-aid.org)
Bug: Some email addresses won’t be changed (Christian Aid, care)
Bug: Links for the invitation expires very quickly (few seconds) which
does not enable most agencies to accept the invitation
Bug: Takes some time to show as active (and sometimes doesn’t)
Bug: When several agencies are active, it only shows the details of the
first one that was activated in the network (country office profile)
Bug: No indicator even if several agencies (thought that it was supposed
to draw in existing indicators)
Bug: If already logged on the platform, the link of the invitation does not
work properly
Improvement: Possibility to make a ‘request’ to be part of a network
Improvement: Add agencies that are not part of the network
Improvement: Have specific staff for the network as well (secretariat)

Response
To fix

To fix

To fix
Blocker bug - To
fix
To fix
To fix
To fix
To fix
-

The following networks have been set on the platform:












CARE Humanitarian Partnership Platform
MINCODE
AADC – Mindanao
Citizens’ Disaster Response Network
Christian Aid
ASB partners
ACT Alliance PH
ADRA Philippines
Humanitarian Response Consortium
Simone of Cyrene – Network
People’s Disaster Risk Reduction Network (PDRRN)
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4. Focus group discussion
Two focus group discussions have been held:
1) Strategic meeting: how to grow ALERT and make it sustainable in Philippines?
2) Climate information and preparedness: how to improve the use of forecast
information in the humanitarian sector?
The second focus group discussion was held by a research consultant and all the findings
will be part of the research report and briefs due at the beginning of March.#
For the focus group <1>, the line of guidance questions is the following:
a. Main challenges in adopting ALERT?
i. From the challenges discussed through the session from the day
before, take the 3 main areas to discuss
ii. Is it time? Is it money? Is it capacity?
b. Who to involve to ensure that ALERT is sustainable?
i. National level: how could national plan and preparedness integrated
into ALERT to make it sustainable?
ii. How could ALERT help in integrated those plans and helping NGOs
and government to work together?
iii. Who else should be involved to make ALERT sustainable? (Thinking
of climate forecast, private sector, etc)
c. How to make sure that people keep using ALERT and don’t go back to paper
based system?
i. What success should be demonstrated?
ii. What level of payment by the user should be in place?
iii. Would requirements from donors be a good or a bad thing for
ALERT’s sustainability and use?
d. How to grow ALERT efficiently?
i. Training NGOs is not enough to make a platform adopted by the vast
majority, what type of support would be needed to ensure the quality
of the growth? Etc.
For the focus group <2>, all findings and methodology will be described in a report on the
subject once the information is properly analysed.
The 4 main subjects discussed were the following:
a. Context: Main forecast information available in the country – what type of
information can be accessible to humanitarian actors
b. What are the challenges in using this information? What could be proposed to
overcome these challenges?
c. What are the opportunities that the use of forecast provides?
d. How could it be possible to link the forecast information in Philippines with
emergency preparedness?
Both focus groups counted 8 participants from the workshop. The FGD <2> counted as well
a representative from PAG-ASA, the Philippines Meteorological Department.
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Main findings

Strategic meeting: how to grow ALERT and make it sustainable in Philippines?
Adopting the platform takes time. This has been discussed earlier during the workshop.
However, it appears that it does not only take time: as the ALERT platform enables
organisation to understand their gap in preparedness, it also raises some capacity building
needs and some partner’s training’s need, all of it requiring resources.
But adopting the platform after the training will not enable ALERT to be sustainable; there is
a real need for ‘developing the habit of using ALERT’. Participants from the focus group
suggested a few things that could help building this habit of using ALERT and prevent its
users to go back to paper-based system:
i.
Users have to know what ‘is in’ for them – even in the early stage where they are still
inputting data, when going on the platform, users have to receive information that will
make them want to input their data no matter if it will take some time,
ii.
Regular update on the activity of the platform could be given to users through:
newsletter but also through a dashboard or a newsfeed posting updates from NGOs
using the platform,
iii.
Building a community of practice through a forum or Facebook page so people
have access to support from other users and can share their experience.
Preparedness can require some resources and as the participants were stressing, not
much funding is proposed for preparedness. The idea of ALERT providing some kind of
preparedness fund for organisation was discussed and the reaction amongst participants
was quite disparate. The idea seems to be a good idea, especially if focusing on local and
national organisations. Indeed, ALERT is seen as a tool to support the localisation
agenda. A participant indicated that it is not all about the money. ALERT will help
organisations identify gaps in their current process and capacity and ALERT could be a way
of mapping the possible partnerships to create in order to fill those gaps. Some agencies
might be able to provide capacity building in certain areas. It could be used as a mapping for
exchanging services.
This raised the question of stakeholders to engage in the ALERT platform in order to make it
more sustainable. It appears that 5 main groups of stakeholders could benefit but also bring
more to the platform:
i.
Private sector
In Philippines, many companies from the private sector have started forming networks to
respond to emergencies. While the collaboration with the humanitarian sector is still
complicated, conversations have started and some level of complementarity seems possible.
For instance, business continuity is sound in the private sector and capacity building could
be provided to NGOs. However, their level of understanding of the humanitarian response
and the CHS for instance, being low, they could benefit from capacity building from the NGO
sector.
ii.
Local Government Units (LGU)
It appears that in Philippines, national emergency plans and regional emergency plans are
quite inconsistent and humanitarian actors believe that it would be more relevant to liaise
with LGU. Christian Aid, in partnership with HLA, is currently providing training for the LGU
on the CHS as well as on the humanitarian architecture. It will take some time and LGUs are
not ready to use the platform yet. However, it will be a great collaboration tool when they are.
iii.
Other humanitarian/preparedness platform such as On Call from the DEPP to
link to the platform
Other project from the DEPP resulted to the creation of online platform for better
preparedness such as the Transforming Surge Capacity with the On Call platform. It was
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raised that linking both platforms could help their sustainability. And that business plan could
be developed together for the future.
iv.
Donors
Donors have expressed their interest in requiring the use of ALERT from organisation
wanting to get funding. As part of the focus group, the idea was ran by users to have
feedback and it seems that it could increase the demand and help with the scale up of the
platform, however there would be a risk that organisations don’t use the platform for the right
reasons and feel frustrated to have again, more requirement from donors.
This could cause issues in data integrity and as the platform is promoting data
transparency and sharing, participants indicated that a service of quality assurance of the
data would be useful. This could be a way for users to ensure that their data on the platform
is consistent.
For the platform to be sustainable, its use from users is not enough. It requires a
sustainable business plan. The possibility of having organisations pay fees was
discussed. Most organisations were happy to pay fees, however, they were stressing that
there is a risk of exclusion of local NGOs with smaller budgets. The necessity to adapt the
fees regarding the type, or size of the organisation (for instance, up to 5 users it could be
free, and then have a scale going up) was pointed out. The possibility of having a trial
period free was mentioned as well. It could be a way of promoting the platform to potential
users on which key functionalities (such as response planning) would not be available.
The idea of selling trends in data amongst the sector was also discussed. Participants
expressed some concerns about this idea and indicated that, it is, indeed, a good idea, but it
would need to be at global level and users would have to be warned about it.
Finally, the growth of the user base in Philippines was shortly discussed and it appears that
there are a huge amount of networks in the humanitarian sectors (religious as well) in
Philippines and if ALERT aims to reach those networks, then the potential of scaling up in
Philippines would be interesting. The aspects of the platform that seem to be the most
important to communicate to gain interest seem to be the Response Planning (easy to
apply for grants), but mostly the collaboration element through the network functionality
that could have a big impact amongst the humanitarian sector.
The notes from this FGD can be found in annex.
Climate information and preparedness: how to improve the use of forecast
information in the humanitarian sector?
In Philippines, most organisations are monitoring typhoon, flooding and landslide and
some are also monitoring drought. There is a difference of impact between tropical storm
and typhoon that maybe is not well communicated/ understood by everyone. While typhoon
relates to wind speed, tropical storm relates to rain and water.
PAG-ASA, the national meteorological department in Philippines, is now studying the
impacts of weather and climate and has started communicating potential impacts in their
forecasts.
The main challenges identified in the use of forecast information for emergency
preparedness are the following:
i.
Communities are not used to disaster and do not know what to do in terms of
preparedness
ii.
Terminology of forecast is not always accessible to organisations and local
communities, for instance, not everyone in Philippines understand what ‘signal 1’
means.
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During this focus group, the organisations and the Met Department discussed the
opportunities that exist such as: PAG-ASA is providing different types of forecasted services
that can be useful in preparedness response.
Finally, it was stressed that in ALERT, there is a need to link the indicators to PAG-ASA’s
information which could be done by one of the following way:
i.
Providing a site specific link in each indicator (to the specific page in PAG-ASA),
ii.
Having PAG-ASA part of the system and automatically feed in the climate/weather
indicators in ALERT.
Although, there was a worry that this input could cause the organisations to not have their
own analysis on the risk monitoring, it was stressed that this could potentially be avoided
by only automatically feeding in the climatic and weather indicators in ALERT (the local
socio-economic indicators that organisations have still needed to b manually inputted).
More detail will be provided in the research report regarding forecast information in
emergency preparedness.
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Annexes
Annex 1 – Attendance list
Name
1 Randy Rimpongan

Ag
e

Gende
r

28 M

EMAIL ADDRESS
Randy.Rimpongan@care.org

ORGANIZATION
CARE Philippines

2 Alvic Padilla
Christie Suyin Ceres G.
3 Jamoralin

44 M

APadilla@christian-aid.org

39 F

suyinjamoralin@gmail.com

Christian Aid
Citizens' Disaster Response Center
(CDRC)

4 Sindhy Obias

37 F

obias@accord.org.ph

Assistance and Cooperation for
Resilience and Development (ACCORD)

5 Glenda A. Plaza

40 F

6 Melinda T. Buensuceso
7 Anefel Granada

29 F
32 F

plazaglenda@gmail.com
mbuensuceso@ph.acfspain.o
rg
anefelgranada@gmail.com

8 Jerry Requillo

46 M

9
1
0
1
1
1
2

Position
INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT OFFICER
Senior Advocacy and Policy
Officer
Executive Director

Agri-Aqua Development Coalition

Executive Director
Deputy
Administrator/Trainer

Action Against Hunger (AAH)
Humanitarian Response Consortium

Operations Manager
Deputy Response Manager

jerry@adra.ph

(Adventist Development and Relief
Agency)ADRA

Program Manager
Advocacy Officer
IT/LOGS

Erielle Roe Esturas

23 F

erielle.esturas@gmail.com

People's Disaster Risk Reduction
Network (PDRRN)

Husein Endaila

26 M

hendaila@singledrop.org

A Single Drop for Safe Water (ASDSW)

Cyra Michelle Bullecer

47 F

CBullecer@christian-aid.org

TSC / Christian Aid /DEPP

Maria Alexandra Pura

50 F

MPura@christian-aid.org

TSC / Christian Aid / DEPP
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Name
1
3
1
4
1
5
1
6
1
7

Ag
e

Gende
r

EMAIL ADDRESS

ORGANIZATION

Position

Dyan Aimee Rodriguez

35 F

deerodriguez@gmail.com

DEPP

Joana Mae Marjalino

20 F

joana.sccrdfi@gmail.com

Simon of Cyrene

DIDRRM Coordinator

Macla, Myra G.

56 F

myragmacla@yahoo.com

MINCODE

Project Officer

Dennis Amata

28 M

dennis.amata@care.org

CARE Philippines

Communication Manager

David Gazashvili

53 M

dgazashvili@care.org

CARE Philippines

Country Director
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Annex 2 – Detail of the restitution
a. The ALERT platform

Adopting the
ALERT
platform in
your
organisation

a. What were the steps organisations have gone through or will
have to go through?
Regarding the main steps that agencies have been going through – it
appears that it depends on the agencies but some main steps came up:
1- Brief orientation of all the staff
2- Conduct training or capacity building as well as assessment of staff
but also of partners
3- Review/revisit organisation’s plan, including policies, structures,
tasks, roles, TOR of staff when needed
4- Set up the platform and update the data regularly
5- Plan the roll out for the partners
6- Simulation/Test/Trial of the platform within the organisation
including all staff (and possibly partners as well).
7- Continuous follow up/meetings
8- Develop the ‘habit’ to use ALERT within the organisation to make it
sustainable and avoid going back to paper based systems
It seems for most organisation that <2> and <3> are taking a lot of time:
indeed, training staff and partners requires availability and in order to start
inputting data. In addition, most organisation want to review their existing
planning first which requires time and which happen during specific
months.
b. What are the challenges?
The following challenges were expressed: roll out training not conducted
yet, lack of time to input data/review preparedness plans, lack of
dedicated person to manage the platform, limited internet connection in
some area (needed mobile data (challenge also during the trainings),
possible disengagement or disinterest from some partners in more remote
areas). One agency indicated that their immediate need is to be able to
use the platform as a network, therefore, they are waiting for the training
on this. There is also a need for streamlining terminologies used by
actors.
Finally, some participants pointed out bugs that have prevented them for
using the platform to its optimal capacity (mainly the saving function of the
response plan). Participants expressed their worries around developing
‘habits’ to use ALERT, as well as around the handover during turnover.
c. What were the successes?
A few organisation have started using the platform for their preparedness
and have raised alerts (amber and red – one amber alert being monitored
during the training).
3 organisations initially input the data in the platform through group chat
HRC reviewed their contingency plan during the workshop
Care have set up account and are using the ALERT system (with
20+partners)
Care is still populating the account
CDRC: 3 people are trained, plan to train other people within their
organisation – have raised a Red Alert
AAH: inputting data such as Christian Aid
d. How long is it taking?
5 to 6 months to finalize everything.
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ALERT's
a. Which ones were the most useful for you?
functionalities The Scenario Based Reponse Plan: useful in grant writing,
and modules
Responsibilities are well devided/tasking
Risk monitoring (triggering values, indicators)
Aid in fulfilling CHS requirement
b. Which ones have you used? Why?
Creating an ALERT
Response Planning
Coordination and complementation
c. Which ones have you never used? Why?
Most organisation have not updated the APAs yet
Some modules have been used less and will need more familiarity
d. What is missing?
Hyper link for notification (include a direct link for notification)
Include a SMS notification (App- should receive notification)
Upload documents: could just share the link of existing box or drop box or
drive, etc. rather than upload a document
Include in sectors in Philippines: indigenous people, Fisherfolk, Small
holder farmers
Dabao occidental (Province) not included in the system
In country stock (unit of measure) (if kit, detail on items)
Could add the municipalities
Stock: Select the location and then all the stock in the location
Drop down alphabetically
Offline submission of data
Drop down on the dashboard to improve
Justification for rejection of ALERT level
Sit reps reports + attach photos with corresponding sit reps
Climate information link
Donor access: submit response plan directly to donors upon approval from
country director
Periodic reminder if an user hasn’t been on the platform for a while to help
build the ‘habit’
More accessible to other users (limited visions, other accessibility issues)
Provide a link to present what has been accomplished after providing the
responses (link to organisation website since the ALERT’s platform about
preparedness – link to the accomplishment’s report)
Present organisation and profile more in detail for donors (more details for
instance on the ongoing projects or past projects implemented)
Update are told to users (newsletter to generate interest in new
functionalities, etc)
ALERT's use
a. During ‘normal’ times: Has it improved your organisation’s
during
preparedness – coordination around preparedness? Do you feel
‘normal’
more ‘ready’ to respond to an eventual event?
times, during The START fund template makes it easier to write proposal, easier to
crisis
and communicate with network, makes the alert faster
collaboration Downside: internet connection
ALERT provided an opportunity to review and improved the preparedness
plan. Helps fill the gaps.
Create a way to see other people’s plan and link up. Interesting to
understand responses regarding hazard that they are not monitoring (e.g.
conflicts for CARE).
Completing the response plan: can avoid duplicating emails (several
version on one documents going around) and numerous meetings
Transparency and information sharing – especially if responding to the
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same emergency.
Not all have implemented the platform but discussion:
Improve timeline implementation: the platform can help gain time from
planning to response – less need for meeting cause information can be
disseminated through the platform
Uploading response plan than they just have update a plan (it saves a lot
of time) including the preparation of the budget.
Clarity of the roles and actions of each – avoid assumptions on who needs
to do what
Role of supervision
Easy access to everyone and to be updated on decisions
Better planning: identification of bottlenecks (capacity building of staff and
organisation)
Time to set up but first step, will be a lot easier for everyone as well.
CHS highlighted: could be kept but with more detailed privacy settings
Long time needed for the submission for approval of response. No need to
go back and forth so the platform could be helping
Everyone knows about the alert.
b. During a crisis: Have you raised a red ALERT? If so, did ALERT
help you respond in a more efficient way? Can you share your story
with us?
No red ALERT yet or just used one and as the NGO was just trained, the
platform did not make a difference in their implementation of the response.
However, they are currently completing their APAs and the platform is a
good way of having a list of things to complete in times of emergency.
c. Collaboration element: Has it help you with more collaboration? Do
you plan to use it for that purpose?
Identification of gaps is easier, less duplication in terms of response,
mapping of partners is easier, supporting the localisation agenda. Local
actors’ activity is made possible.
Good platform for collaboration: can communicate with the network to get
funding – all country offices can access what the organisation want to do
and how much they need.
d. Donors role:
Can support the local actors and partners.
Donor should be able to access the platform: need to know what
organisations are doing and they know their level of preparedness.
Government should also have access to the platform: more transparency
but privacy settings to discuss.

b. ALERT’s roll out
iNGOs: Each organisation responsibilities to do capacity building, however,
it is interested to streamline the terminologies and coding.
Capacity
Needs: CHS, MPAs, APAs, etc… for the partners.
building in
Should ALERT incorporate more emergency preparedness. There are
emergency
other existing training package on response and emergency preparedness
preparedness and should be working in collaboration with those for no duplication.
(part of the
If NGOs don’t have an emergency preparedness plan, ALERT can be used
ALERT
for capacity building.
training?)
Process is less complicated than existing plans but as relevant and useful
for the organisations (Christian Aid).
Identification of training needs.
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Follow up
support

ALERT
training itself

Mindanao: Think that it should be part of the ALERT platform. Challenge is
the funding, individual organisation have the capacity to conduct capacity
building but need for funding.
Felt equipped enough to use the platform after the training.
Other members of the Would like to include the capacity building with the standards on the sectors
and want to focus on the ALERT platform when doing the training.
Should be organisation’s responsibilities but could include more details on
CHS.
Equipped enough to understand the platform but could be challenging for
some organisation (people’s organisation) – could be eased with translation
in Philippino.
Contact Jeff in priority, no contact with the online support (most of them)
When contacted, always had support in a timely manner
Missing: facilitators for the roll out for their partners (support) like COSE
Would be good to have a simulation exercise with other exercise to use the
collaboration aspect of the platform
Network module training: support having a training on this
Support available but not able to maximise the support (most of the
organisation not trained)
Technical and financial support
Update regarding the platform (support needed) – Mobile application
Support missing: more local support
Need for Update on what is coming – Newsletter when new functionalities
come.
Yes, but need to familiarise with each features and functionalities
Videos for users
So confident that they can already share the platform with others.
Recommendations:
Give more time on scenario based response on MPAs, APAs. 1 day for the
simulation
Emphasis on updated indicators and updated an ALERT
Indicators, shift the message on standards indicators to use and what to
monitor
Importance of engaging the country directors in the training
Important to highlight the benefit of ALERT to the organisation – how the
platform will benefit the organisation

Annex 3 – Power point presentations
a. ALERT project’s learning
The power point presentation regarding the project learning can be found here. Additional
information can be found in the ALERT’s project final evaluation.

b. Network functionality
The power point regarding the Network functionality can be found here, under ‘Additional
training’.
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Annex 3 – Notes from the focus group discussion on ALERT’s future
Main challenges
in adopting
ALERT? How to
develop the
‘habit’ of using
ALERT?

From the challenges discussed through the session from the day
before, take the 3 main areas to discuss
For the early adopters who already started using the biggest
challenges is about developing a habit – people don’t check it often.
One suggestion would be to have automatic email or notification
Randy: check often because task to do
Communication plan can be used: regular update on how the platform
is doing, monthly or quarterly basis: tasks assigned
The time is long before getting advantages of using it: takes a long
time of opening it thinking ‘There is still all of this to do’
When you go there, have something that you get out from from the
beginning.
Develop some sort of community of practice: a lot of organisations
trained in the Philippines – regroup practitioner and having some kind
of support – having some kind of platform.
On call: 30 members organisations on – difficulty: to keep membership
and interest. Currently conceptualising it being a community (link with
ALERT) so it could support the community – Element of the community
and not just a tool.
Linking with OnCall
OnCall has a facebook group for all of its members to join and being
connected to each other and give advice to each other.
Could also help convincing people to use the tool.
On Call- Nice idea but difficult to sustain. More for Internaitonal NGOs
(they are the one that use Surge Capacity)
DEPP: 7 projects implemented here in Philippines – Could contribute
to the development of the ALERT system
ALERT potential: more collaborative response.
Local community to have leadership of own response in affected areas
– Ownership of the communities themselves
Linking with platform for the private sector (from Singapour) – Findings
the right supplies could be a challenge in response so linking with
suppliers could be a great way for making ALERT sustainable.
How can the expenses be shared?
Once the data is updated, regular emails
Learning system (information) – Linking with On Call
At the end of the day the question is ‘how do we coordinate better’.
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From the training conducted, a lot of organisation appreciate ALERT
because of the response of the connexion between response plan and
start funds (most local organisation will be using mainly this).
Platform is really easy to use, matter of familiarise each other.
Organisations that just attended the training, will have to do a lot of
work before it’s adopted – capacity building.
Need for financial support
The platform is very useful for local and national NGOs. See the
importance of developing the habit of using, of checking, always be
ALERT.
Some of the plans included resources mobilisation
3 main things are needed:
- Money
- Time
- Capacity building

Who to involve to
ensure that
ALERT is
sustainable

System helps with the assessment for capacity building.
National level: how could national plan and preparedness integrated
into ALERT to make it sustainable?
Useful for organisation to have the national plans – could enable set
the direction of the preparedness
Doesn’t have to be fomr the national government, but could come at
regional level
Training with LGU (Cyra) different protocole that national gov is
following that local level don’t know about
Hard to integrate something that is not consistent: a lot of
miscommunication, government have to align their protocols
For a start, it would be good to invite LGU
LGU have to go through the basic on humanitarian sector first
(architecture, etc…) before being able to use ALERT. It has started,
the meeting to know how to coordinate (able to use connexion for the
marawi response). Plus, procedures are complicated.
ALERT could be use effectively for the networks = a lot of potential.
Interest from LGU, can bring something for them as well. They need to
know what there is for us.
Capacity building of LGU: Humanitarian principles – difficulties of
applying the principles in their humanitarian responses.
Community organising:
Prepare all the actor involved (LGU, private sector) – HLA is actively
working with local gov, they support governance initiative
Expand – business sector (private sector) more and more corporation
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sensitive to emergency response (CNER)
Would be interesting to promote ALERT – get some support from
them, do some advocacy on CHS, PAs – Promoting CHS for their
emergency response.
Christian Aid – Forum with private sector to raise awareness of
humanitarian response, introduced the dialogue, need to shift the
language a bit and business continuity trainings for private sector – in
Forums, they have learnt that they will respond first to their own
community before going beyond – understandable for business
continuity but even with that can work on the response together
(coordination)
Business continuity is really well established. So much enthousiasm
from the private sector – could be connected on this business
continuity (shared capacity building) but communication is not easy
with private sector.
Network in private sector, using a prevention platform – identify the
plan and business continuity but similar context, but there is no
collaboration aspect.
National resilience, PDRS, CNDR a lot of network of private sector
ALERT could be integrated by them
Government: DEP of Education
Rapid immediate assessment – would appreciate a platform
Composed of different agencies, different way of doing
Faith based organisations – a lot of faith based network – if going to
this network lots of potential
NASA NCCP HRC
Training (NASA) soon
A lot of NGOs, have a big national office and then regional offices
A lot of overlaps with the DEPP projects (PCEC members are part of
financial enablers project)
PSE part of the TSC project
COD NASA PSE – local humanitarian fund

A LOT OF OVERLAPPING NETWORK TO MAKE USE OF TO HAVE
A BETTER RESPONSE IN PHILIPPINES to connect actors,
Cluster system of the UN and of the government when it is activated –
easier to know how they are going to fit in the response thanks to the
network/ALERT
How could ALERT help in integrated those plans and helping NGOs
and government to work together?
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Who else should be involved to make ALERT sustainable? (Thinking of
climate forecast, private sector, etc)
Need for a deep understanding of the system: integrity of the data.
Could be good to test a quality assurance service:
- Putting pressure on people when the data is not fine
- If people overlook it would be good to have some level of
quality assurance
How to make
sure that people
keep using
ALERT and don’t
go back to paper
based system?

What success should be demonstrated?
Newsletter within the Dashboard (like a newsfeed) to see what is going
on on the platform, it would help having ideas of what other users are
doing.
Someone responsible for Philippines to provide forecast information,
and to do update of the indicators.
Public domain for the news – other agencies could have access to
what is going on the ALERT platform
Public dashboard with success of ALERT where people could request
to an account. Have an online prototype with this that people want to
share with larger public
Files not uploaded directly to the platform but to a box or something.
What level of payment by the user should be in place?
Package this part with On Call (and regional platform that was used for
the Rohingya crisis).
Consider the number of users for organisation:
- Organisation pay regarding with their number of users
If nothing after 2 years, will have to transition and give all files and
documents back to organisations.
On Call – cover for one more year thanks to user fees (to discuss)
Discount rate for NGO and bigger rates for private
Outside the development sector – helping start up (coders) –
competition, pitch ideas competition in IT.
Kobo tool has a business side (humanitarian free, trial time to try the
platform but not with all the functions, have private sector to pay)
Ideas of selling data would be interesting but would have to do so with
telling users, making sure that it is well done…
Would requirements from donors be a good or a bad thing for
ALERT’s sustainability and use?
If it is required by donors, it might back fire – imposition on them.
NGOs wants to prepare their own community and encourage their
community and understand the use of the platform.
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Influencing. But Imposing it on organisation would not be a right move
from Christian Aid.
CARE- Partners are advising partner to use the platform to have a
common platform
Hard to push organisation to use ALERT for donorsCHS – organisation are saying that they are already using this, why
would they use it? They could feel the same way with ALERT if it is
required by donors. Influencing them would be the right direction.
Incentive: not a requirement but could be a way to generate proposals
for different donors.
When donors come on the ALERT system, they can put their template
and function to submit directly.
How to grow
ALERT
efficiently?

Funds for preparedness:
Local NGOs: preparedness actions (MPAs) – are organisational
development policies and principles (no additional funding required),
but some organisation require more fundings on CHS, capacity
building, trainings, introduction of expertise, technologies, etc.
 May cost
Advocacy for funding preparedness, funding by the project: ALERT as
a tool for identification of gaps and then the preparedness fund could
help local and national organisation fill the gaps.
Network: strongly pushing for organisation to collaborate – for the
organisation to come up with solution – assess gaps in someone in the
network maybe some other organisation within the ALERT network
could find the proper support within the system
Mapping the gaps and having the platform finding where the resources
are -> Partnerships and finding where the resources are rather than
just fundings

Bad impact:
First step is a big difficult
If organisations are not on the platform – exclusion. If fees, there could
be a risk of exclusion of some organisation. Sustainable and inclusive
(creative with our solutions)
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